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ABSTRACT
In this presentation, I will first discuss how recent advances in virtual element methods (VEM, in which basis
functions are not required to be explicitly known) on polygonal and polyhedral meshes can enable improved and
reliable simulations on finite element meshes. In particular, I will focus on a new integration scheme over polytopal
elements, an introduction to the virtual element method, and how agglomeration of finite elements that contain
poorly-shaped tetrahedral (sliver) elements into a polyhedral virtual element can improve the critical time step
estimates for explicit dynamics. As a second topic, I will present a method to exactly impose boundary conditions
in a meshfree solver that is based on physics-informed neural networks (PINNs). We introduce an approach
that uses R-functions to construct approximate distance fields in conjunction with transfinite interpolation to
satisfy boundary conditions. Instead of multiple (boundary and PDE) loss terms, only the PDE loss term is
required, which improves the training of deep neural networks to solve partial differential equations. This method
has been incorporated in the April 2022 release of NVIDIA Modulus (NVIDIA, Inc.). I will present verification
tests on benchmark problems and numerical tests conducted using NVIDIA Modulus. The work on VEM is joint
with Eric Chin (LLNL), Alvin Chen (UC Davis) and Michael Tupek (PTC, Inc.); work on PINNs is with Ankit
Srivastava (IIT Chicago), Sanjay Choudhry and Mohammad Nabian (NVIDIA, Inc.), and Hadi Meidani and Rini
Gladstone (UIUC); and related work on Petrov-Galerkin PINNs is with Stefano Berrone, Claudio Canuto and
Moreno Pintore (University of Torino, Italy).
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